AGU Fall Meeting 2022 Update

Abstracts for AGU Fall Meeting 2022 can be submitted now and until 3 August. GPE conveners alongside Paul Bedrosian are offering a slate of 9 GPE-led sessions and 2 co-organized sessions with Near Surface Geophysics colleagues. Based on attendee feedback following the all-virtual meeting in 2020 and the first hybrid meeting in 2021, the 2022 hybrid meeting format has evolved as AGU continues to better the experience of Fall Meeting for all participants. The GPE section is also organizing a half-day, in-person workshop on Saturday, 10 December prior to week of AGU22 on the topic of “Ethics During Field Work and Sample Collection”.

GPE Post-doc Grant

The GPE section, with the support of 2G Enterprises, is enthusiastic about opening the call for applications to the GPE Post-doc Grant. The recipients will receive a complimentary registration to AGU Fall Meeting 2022. If you are a postdoctoral scientist, AGU member and have submitted a first author abstract to AGU22, you are eligible and encouraged to apply. For logistical reasons, the deadline is set for 25 July. Submit your abstracts early to meet the GPE Post-doc Grant deadline.
AGU Student Travel Grant

Student members participating and presenting their work at AGU Fall Meeting 2022, online or in-person, can apply for an AGU Student Travel Grant. For GPE student members, the Section subsides a few grants through AGU Board-designated funds. Applications will open 6 July and close 10 August.

AGU 2022 Elections

The AGU Election is happening this year, voting will commence later this summer. Only AGU members in good standing are eligible to vote, so renew your membership or become a member before 1 September. For the 2022 elections, two candidates will run for GPE President-elect. Unlike in typical election years, the GPE secretary position is not open for election, as the GPE leadership has decided to renew the term of the current GPE secretary (Paul Bedrosian from the USGG) for 2023-2024. This is not intended to set a precedent but is an exceptional decision that is permitted by AGU. The main duty of the GPE Secretary is to coordinate the Section’s Fall Meeting program as the section representative on the AGU Fall Meeting Program Committee (FMPC). The pandemic required adaptation of Fall Meeting in a short timespan: This was a huge challenge that AGU took on remarkably well, but improving the hybrid experience requires further iteration and is substantial work for the FMPC. In this rapidly-evolving Fall Meeting landscape, renewing the GPE secretary for a second term was considered to be in the best interest of the GPE section, and we thank Paul Bedrosian for agreeing to take on a second term.
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Send us your contributions anytime

The Flux Line Year-in-Review recaps the Section’s and our members’ activity, news and highlights over the course of the year. Contributions from our members are very important and appreciated. Throughout the year, you can share your news, photographs from the field or from the lab, workshop reports by sending your contributions to Jiajia Sun (Fluxline Editor) or to any member of the Executive Committee.
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